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pression of the rebellious Miao, turbulent aborigines who
still survive in the south-west. The Shu-Ching tells us
that this war lasted thirty years—and the Miao still held
out. Whereupon Yu tried peaceful persuasion, and this
succeeded. Yu wept with a condemned criminal as him-
self responsible, and those two incidents bring out very
clearly both early Chinese pacifism and the representative
character of the Ruler. These early figures seem to mark
a stage of transition from the matriarchal to the patriarchal
system. For Yao is said to have sent Shun, a man of the
people and son of a blind musician, two daughters in
marriage, to 'test* him, whereas under the matriarchal
system the son-in-law went to live with his wife's family.
His name, originally that of a plant, came to signify
'benefactor, holiness, and intelligence'.
We hear of his great interest in music: fifteen centuries
later K'ung Fu-tse became an enthusiastic admirer and
exponent of the 'nine airs' of this early religious music,
which moved him by its numinous quality. They can still
so move men: 'The tones so mysteriously reminiscent of
the phenomena of nature, the rhythm which grips men
and lifts them out of themselves, .the pantomimic dances
all imbued with a deep cosmic significance, produce an
unmistakable effect of something transcending the soul of
man and directly influencing terrestrial events'*1 Even
under the Republic these old airs still resound on solemn
occasions such as the birthday of Sun-yat-sen.
Any one whq has seen the ritual dances of New Mexico
and Arizona, listened to the pulses of their music, and
watched the trance-like absorption of the dancers, may get
a glimpse of those early Chinese ceremonies. Here is an
art of other-worldly weirdness, devoted to securing worldly
goods, and as there are Kosharis among American Indians
to represent the departed spirits and to be bribed to give
a blessing, so it was in China four thousand years a^o.
Religion then, as now, had its head in the heavens, but its
feet upon earth.
i R. Wilhdm, History of Chinese Civilization, p. 74.

